
CASE NOTES
BANKRUPTCY-TRANSFER OF BANKRUPT'S

PROPERTY PREPARED UNDER A CONTRACT-
FAILURE TO SPECIFICALLY ASSUME CONTRACT

Chrysler Corporation entered into a contract with the government
to manufacture certain types of military equipment. Pursuant to this
they entered into a subcontract with Luscombe Engineering Com-
pany, Inc. for the manufacture of several components to this equip-
ment. Luscombe, in order to obtain money for this production, en-
tered into a loan agreement with The First National Bank of
Philadelphia under which the money lent by the bank was secured
by asignments of its rights to all monies due and to become due to
Luscombe from Chrysler Corporation on present and future con-
tracts with them. The government guaranteed payment of 90% of
the loan. No attempt was made to secure these loans by another
security devise. Luscombe was adjudicated a bankrupt on December
9, 1955, and ceased deliveries to the Chrysler Corporation. The gov-
ernment paid the bank the amount it guaranteed and as to those
amounts it stands as creditor in the shoes of the bank. At the time
of bankruptcy, Luscombe had on hand special tools and dies re-
quired for the Chrysler machinery. The present controversy con-
cerns the disposition of the funds paid to the receiver by Chrysler
for the delivery to them of the tools and dies, within sixty days after
adjudication of bankruptcy. Referee, by order, authorized such dis-
position of the tools and dies on December 16, 1955. Held, order of
the referee was reversed. All factors pertaining to the contract must
be considered where an assumption of such by the receiver is alleged.
In re Luscombe Engineering Company, Inc., 163 F. Supp. 706 (1958).

The referee in bankruptcy is an officer of the court and thus the
particular facts of the case determine whether he is qualified to act.
8 C.J.S. Bankruptcy, § 268. All executory contracts must be rejected or
assumed within 60 days of adjudication or shall be deemed rejected.
11 U.S.C.A. § 110(b). A trustee or receiver in bankruptcy has the
right to reject or adopt an executory contract of the bankrupt, In re
Italian Cook Oil Corp., 190 F.2d 994 (1951). Where a receiver feels
that under the terms of the contract the assets of the estate will be
increased he may take the contract cum onere. In re Grainger, 160
F. 69 (1908). However, in order for a receiver to become bound by
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a contract he must positively indicate his intentions of adopting it;
the receiver is not bound until he has affirmed it and assumed its
burdens under the direction of the court, Pacific Western Oil Co. v.
McDuffie, 69 F.2d 208, (1934), certiorari denied 293 U.S. 568, 55 S.Ct.
79. A bankruptcy receiver ordinarily has no power to make a sale
in the absence of an order from the bankruptcy court or referee,
authorizing such a step to be taken, Gretsel v. Shaw, 71 F.2d 371,
(C.C.A. Fla. 1934). Though a receiver may order a sale whenever he
feels it is necessary, In re Desiochers, 183 F. 991, (D.C.N.Y. 1911),
such a step must be specifically authorized by the bankruptcy court,
Ellis v. Feeney & Sheehan Bldg. Co., 176 N.Y.S. 61, 187 App. Div.
481 (1919).

The referee in the instant case -was swayed into authorizing the
delivery to Chrysler Corporation by the latter's contention that only
to them were the tools and dies of any value. This action was a bene-
ficial one for the creditors, •b i t it must be classified as a sale or an
assumption of the contract by the receiver to determine the fate of
the funds. This appears to have been the intention of the receiver
concerning the Chrysler tools and dies. Other factors, however, such
as contractual obligations and specifications which were ignored,
indicate that the transaction- was not an assumption of the contract,
but a sale. On the other hand there is evidence supporting the con-
tention that no sale was intended. The receiver did not in terms
ask for "a sale" and the referee did not in terms order "a sale". To
add to this confusion, not only are specific words absent from the
referee's order implicity commanding a sale, but the Chrysler offer
is to pay "in accordance with our contract." The court, with judicial
insight, saw no intention for assumption of the contract here mani-
fested and the delivery to Chrysler was, in effect, a transfer of the
bankrupt's property by the receiver. Thus, placing in the balance
the ably argued contentions, the court considered the entire
transaction more in the vein of a sale than an assumption of the
Chrysler contract; though specific language for a sale is absent. The
Chrysler Corporation suffered in the case for its army tank assembly
lines were at a standstill and would remain that way till the delivery
of the tools and dies. The referee's order for such delivery did not,
on its face, consider the intrinsic problems of the contract, which
would have to be wholly assumed specifically in order for the de-
livery to comply with 11 U.S.C.A. 713. The possibility does exist
that the referee considered. the problems presented by the contract,
but that it failed to clearly convey its meaning and intention of the
order of December 16, 1955. In view of the absence of a binding
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assumption of. the contract by the receiver, the funds can not be said
to be paymehits under the contract, and thus do not pass to the
government and the bank under their assignment; they become a part
of the bankrupt estate.

ALEx GONZALEZ

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT-TRANSCRIBED

MUSIC PIPED OVER TELEPHONE WIRES

Defendant, Muse-Art Corporation, was engaged in the business of
transmitting over leased telephone wires performances of musical
compositions to restaurants, taverns and other public places for profit.
Defendants, Lew Tendler Tavern, Inc. and Sansom House Enterprises,

inc., received and paid for this service. Neither defendant obtained
permission from plaintiffs, who are the proprietors of the copyrights
in the four musical compositions involved, to reproduce for profit
performances of said compositions, nor have defendants paid plaintiffs
for the use of said compositions. In an action for damages for infringe-
ment of the copyrights, Held, all defendants liable. Harms, Inc., and
Bourne, Inc., v. Sansom House Enterprises, Inc., and Muse-Art Corp-

o;ation. Leo Feist, Inc., Crawford Music Corporation and William-
son Music, Inc. v. The Lew Tendler Tavern, Inc., and Muse-Art
Corporation, 162 F. Supp. 129 (E.D. Pa. 1958).

Copyright proprietors shall have the exclusive right "to perform
the copyrighted work publicly for profit if it be a musical composi-
tion." 17 U.S.C. § 1 (e) (1952). Any performance of a musical com-
position at a restaurant to which the public is admitted and where
food and beverages are sold, is given for the purpose of profit and
if unauthorized, is an infringement of the right granted. Herbert v
Shanley, 242 U.S. 591, 37 S.Ct. 232, 61 L.Ed. 511 (1917). The acts of
a hotel proprietor, in making available to his guests, through the in.
strumentality of a radio receiving set and loud speakers installed in
his hotel and under his control and for the entertainment of his
guests, the hearing of a copyrighted musical composition which has
been broadcast from a radio station, constitute a performance of such
composition for profit within the meaning of 17 U.S.C. § 1 (e). Buch
v. Jewell-LaSalle Realty Co., 283 U.S. 191, 51 S.Ct. 410, 75 L.Ed. 971

(1931). This rule has been extended to appy to the situation where
such musical outlets in the hotel rooms were subject to the control
of the guests: this service is a performance for profit in that it was
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one of the considerations given to the guests of the hotel for the
rental of its rooms. Society of European Stage Authors & Composers
v. New York Hotel Statler Co., 19 F. Supp. 1 (S.D.N.Y. 1937). Further-
more, all who participate in the infringement are jointly and severally
liable. Ted Browne Music Co. v. Fowler, 290 F. 751, 754 (2d Cir.
1923). Also, the certificate of copyright is prima facie proof of facts
contained therein. 17 U.S.C. § 209 (1952); Jerry Vogel Music Co. v.
Forster Music Publishers, 147 F.2d 614 (2d Cir. 1945), cert. denied
325 U.S. 880, 65 S.Ct. 1573, 89 L.Ed. 1996 (1945).

The instant case, though one of first impression, undoubtedly
reaches the most desirable result. If music played "live" in a restaurant
and that "piped" into hotel rooms are both "performances for profit"
then it takes no mental or legal gymnastics to arrive at the conclusion
reached here, i.e., that music "piped" into a tavern is such a "per-
formance". Another conclusion of the instant case is that all who
participate in copyright infringement are jointly and severally liable.
Query: has the lessor-owner of the telephone wires a sufficient rela-
tion to the infringement to be considered a participant? What about
a customer of the restaurant who requests that the music be turned
on? What about an employee of the restaurant who, within the scope
of his authority, throws the switch that causes the music to be am-
plified? The instant case correctly leaves these questions unanswered.
The importance of the case lies not in the decision or the reasoning
but rather in the prevalence of the practice engaged in by defendants
here. As a practical matter, most customers of such companies as de-
fendant Muse-Art Corporation, pay, as part of the purchase price for
such service, a stipulated amount to reimburse Mkiuse-Art Corporation
for the expense of purchasing a license to perform for profit these
musical compositions. This normally is handled through ASCAP and
similar organizations.

C. EDWIN CHAPMAN, JR.

CRIMINAL LAW-WORTHLESS CHECKS-
PRE-EXISTING DEBT

Defendant was indicted for the statutory offense of issuance and
delivery of a bank check with the intent to defraud and with knowl-
edge that he had not sufficient funds on deposit in or credit with
the bank from which to pay the said check. Defendant demurred to
the indictment on the grounds that the issuance of the check was not
a violation of common law or statute by reason of said issuance hav-
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ing been made in satisfaction of a pre-existing debt. The circuit
court sustained the demurrer but certified the question to the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of West Virginia. Held: affirmed. The mak-
ing, issuance, and delivery of a check on a bank in payment of a
pre-existing debt by one who has no funds, or insufficient funds,
to his credit in such bank to pay the same, is not a violation of the
law. State v. Stout, - W. Va. -, 95 S.E.2d 639 (1956).

The offense of issuing and delivering a bank check with the intent
to defraud did not exist at common law and could have been the
subject of prosecution only for the obtaining of money or goods by
fraud. Williams v. Territory, 13 Ariz. 27, 108 P. 243 (1910). Under
statutes enacted in nearly all states, the general rule has prevailed
that the drawing of a "worthless" check in payment of a bona fide
pre-existing debt is not a violation of the statute, regardless of whether
the statute includes the element of "value obtained". State v. Pish-
ner, 72 W.Va. 603, 78 S.E. 752 (1913) (value statute), Berry v. State,
153 Ga. 169, 111 S.E. 669 (1922) (no requirement of value in statute).
However, there is impressive authority for the prop3sition that statutes
not requiring the obtaining of value may be violated by the inten-
tional issuance of a worthless check in payment of a past due indebt-
edness, on the theory that it is not an essential element of the crime
that the recipient of the check be actually defrauded. State v. Brad-
ley, 190 Wash. 538, 69 P.2d 819 (1937). Although courts have rec-
ognized the possibility of a violation where some new consideration
passes from the creditor to the debtor at the time the check is given,
evidencing an intent to defraud, State v. Riccardo, 32 N.J.Super. 89,
107 A.2d 807 (1954), the weight of authority is that in order for the
defense of pre-existing debt to be available, it must clearly arise in
a prior and separate transaction. Williams v. State, 198 Tenn. 439,
281 S.W.2d 41 (1955).

The statute in the instant case required as an element of the
crime the obtaining of "any credit, credit on account, money, goods
or other property or thing of value." Of these elements the words
"credit on account" had been added to the original statute (Ch.
76, Acts of the Legislature, Regular session 1911, Barnes 1923 W.Va.
Code, Ch. 145, § 34) since the Pishner decision supra, by the West
Virginia legislature. (Ch. 41, Acts of the Legislature, regular session
1929; Ch. 61, Art. 3, § 39, Mitches' W. Va. Code of 1955.) Pointing to
this added phrase "credit on account", the state attempted to dis-
tinguish the instant case from the Pishner case contending that the
words "credit on account" refer to a transaction by which the cash
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account of a creditor is debited and the account receivable in the
name of the debtor is credited, and it is the inducement of such
entry by the issuance of a bank check knowingly drawn on insuf-
ficient funds which is made a criminal offense under the revised
statute. The court noting that the statute still contained the words
"or other property or thing of value" held that some actual passage
of value from creditor to debtor was still necessary and that the words
"credit on account" did not add a new offense to the statute so that
such "credit on account" must be advanced in reliance on the bogus
check and must according to the terms of the statute be a thing "of
value". State v. Stout, supra. The foregoing indicates in accord with
the weight of authority that unless the statute specifically includes
the element of pre-existing debts as a basis for criminal prosecution
for the passing of a worthless check, this area of prior obligations
is generally exempted from the operation of the statute. With certain
exceptions, the courts have relied heavily on the actual obtaining
of goods or something of value by this particular type of fraud to
sustain a conviction.

JAMES E. WHITE

DIVORCE-CRUELTY-

SUFFICIENCY OF COMPLAINT

In a wife's action for divorce, the husband counterclaimed on the
ground of cruel and inhuman treatment alleging that the wife's ac-
tivities in the communist party interfered with and destroyed the
family life of the parties. Held, counterclaim sufficiently stated a
cause of action. Ondrejka v. Ondreika, 4 Wis. 2d 277, 90 N.W. 2d
615 (1958).

Cruel and inhuman treatment authorizing divorce is conduct en-
dangering life, limb or health, or creating reasonable apprehension
of danger, or such unnatural and infamous conduct as makes the
narital relation revolting. Smith v. Smith, 205 Miss. 794 40 So. 2d 156
(1949). Such cruelty is not confined to acts of personal violence, but
includes mental anguish and wounded feelings constantly aggravated
by repeated acts of neglect. Wheat v. Wheat, 312 Ky. 514, 228 S.W.2d
441 (1950). But a difference in political or social opinions is not of it-
self a ground for divorce Donaldson v. Donaldson, 38 Wash.2d 748,
231 P.2d 607 (1951), nor is the fact that a wife is a Communist. Braun
v. Braun, 31 Wash.2d 468, 197 P.2d 442 (1948). Nevertheless, divorce
has been granted in several instances where the guilty party's religious
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convictions played an important part, e.g., Christian Science, Robinson
v. Robinson, 66 N.H. 600, 23 A. 362, 49 Am. St. Rep. 632 (1891), and
Jehovah's Witnesses, Smith v. Smith, 61 Ariz. 373, 149 P.2d 683
(1944). But conduct motivated by religious views did not amount to

cruelty in instances involving a Christian Scientist, Patterson v. Pat-
terson, 12 Ohio N.P., (n.s.) 601 (1912), and a Seveiith Day Adventist,
Johnson v. Johnson, 31 Pa. Super. 53 (1906). However, the originating
cause of the cruel and inhuman treatment is not so important as the
nature and character of the treatment itself in determining the ques-
tion of whether the treatment by a spouse has been cruel and in-
human. Krauss v. Krauss, 163 La. 218, 111 So. 683 (1927).

The holding in the instant case appears to be consonant with the
vast majority of American decisions. The case derives its interest,
not so much from the holding by the court, as it does in a considera-
tion of the holding in the light of the present attitude toward com-
munist-related activities, particularly on the part of federal judicial,
execuive and administrative determinations. The federal attitude
has also been manifest in matters dealing with state bar activities in
regard to admission to practice. Although the counterclaim here was
predicated on cruelty and inhuman treatment, each paragraph un-
mistakably intertwined the alleged cruel treatment with the wife's
activities in the communist party, and the counterclaim was held
sufficient in the face of the fact that both husband and wife had
attended party meetings together prior to the marriage. It would
seem that the instant case suggests an inclination, if not a tendency,
to look only to the treatment of one spouse by the other and com-
pletely disregard the motivating cause.

ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSON

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS-RESTRICTIVE

COVENANTS-REASONABLENESS

Plaintiff, who is engaged in the business of taking photographs
of students and selling school yearbooks throughout a territory com-
prised of South Carolina and parts of North Carolina and Georgia,
sought to enjoin the activities of defendant, a former employee.
A covenant in the contract of employment stipulated that defendant
was not to engage in soliciting photographs or yearbook contracts in
the "territory" for two years after termination of employment. The
lower court granted the injunction on appeal, held, reversed. The
territorial extent of the restrictive covenant was broader than was
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reasonably necessary for the employer's protection and invalid. Delmar
Studios of the Carolinas v. Kinsey, S. C. __ , 104 S.E.2d

338 (1958).

Historically all contracts in restraint of trade were void. Diers Case,
Y. B. 2 Henry V, P.1226, Anon. Moore, 115 (1578). Later partial
restraints were upheld if limited in time and space, Mitchell v. Rey-
nolds, 1 P. Wms. 18 (1711). Today the general rule, 5 WILLISTON,
CONTRACTS 4580 § 1636 (Re. Ed. 1937) is that a covenant restrain-
ing an employee, on termination of employment, from competing
with his former employer is valid if it is reasonable in view of all
the circumstances of the particular case. Hood v. Legg, 160 Ga. 620,
128 S.E. 891 (1925). The restraint must be reasonable as to 1. the
employer; Briggs v. Butler, 140 Ohio St. 499, 507, 45 N.E.2d 757
(1942); 2. the employee; Standard Oil Co., v. Bertelsen, 186 Mvinn.

483, 487, 243 N.W. 701 (1932); and 3. the public. Orkin Exterminat-
ing Co. v. Dewberry, 204 Ga. 794, 51 S.E.2d 669 (1949). If the re-
straint sought to be imposed is one which restricts the exercise of a
gainful occupation the claims of plaintiff will be "cautiously con-
sidered, carefully scruitinized, looked upon with disfavor, strictly in-
terpreted and reluctantly upheld". Arthur Murray Dance Studios of
Cleveland v. Witter, 105 N.E.2d 685 (1952) (and excellent a4nnotations
there in). The employer must have a protectable interest. Donohue
v. Peterson, 161 Or. 65, 73. 87 P.2d 770 (1939). In addition courts
will consider the extent of the employer's business territory, Standard
Oil Co. v. Bertelsen, supra, the extent of the territory the employee
covered for his employer, Orkin Exterminating Co. v. Dewberry,
supra, the characteristics of the territory involved, Eureka Laundry
Co. v. Long, 146 Wis. 205, 209, 131 N.W. 412 (1911), the competition
in the territory, Magid v. Tannenbaum, 164 App. Div. 142, 149 N.Y.S.
445 (1914) and the character of work from which the employee is
excluded Sternberg v. O'Brien, 48 N.J. Eq. 370, 373, 22 A. 348 (1891):.
Thus in Cedric G. Chase Photography Lab v. Hennesey, 327 Mass.
137, 97 N.E.2d 397 (1951) a clause preventing a photographer, who
knew his employer's customers, from engaging in that business within
a thirty-five mile radius was upheld and in Haig v. Gittings, 260
S.W.2d 311, Tex. Civ. App. (1953) a portrait photographer was
bound by his contract not to take portraits within a hundred miles.
Accord, National School Studios v. Superior School Photo Service, 40
Wash.2d 263, 242 P.2d 756, (1952).

The instant case clearly demonstrates the importance of carefully
considering what restraints are absolutely necessary for the protection
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of an employer before drafting a restrictive covenant in the employ-
ment contract. Courts are increasingly prone to construe them strictly,
and it may well be that a half a loaf is better than none.

JOSEPH W. POPPER, JR.

INSURANCE-DOUBLE INDEMNITY-
ACCIDENTAL MEANS

In an action for double indemnity benefits under a life insurance
policy when insured died during surgery from anaphylactic shock
produced by a very rare blood transfusion reaction, the Civil District
Court, Parish of Orleans dismissed the suit. On appeal, Supreme Court
of Louisiana held, death was produced by "accidental" means. Gaskins
v. New York Life Insurance Company, -La.-, 104 So. 2d 171 (1958).

The terms accident and accidental means, have beer, defined as
an injury which happens by reason of some violence or casualty
to the insured without his design, consent or voluntary cooperation.
Equitable Ace. Ins. Co. v. Osborn 90 Ala. 201, 9 So. 869 (1890). In
the term accident, some violence, casualty or vis major is necessarily
involved. American Acc. Co. of Louisville v. Reigart, 94 Ky. 547, 230
S.W. 191 (1893). Where injury occurs as the direct result of intention-
al acts, it is not produced by accidental means. Elsey v. Fidelity and
Casualty Co. 109 N.E. 413 (1915). Injury through external, violent
means, not intentionally inflicted, supports recovery under accident
policy unless resulting from insured's voluntary act. McFarland v.
Massachusetts Bonding and Ins. Co. 157 Tenn. 254, 8 S.W.2d 369
(1928). If the insured's death results directly from and independently
of all other causes, from bodily injuries sustained solely through
external, violent, and accidental means there can be recovery of double
indemnity, Prudential Life Ins. Co. v. Overlry's Adm'x. 251 Ky. 750,
65 S.W.2d 1006 (1933). It is not enough to establish liability under
a policy insuring against death or injury through accidental means,
that the death was the unforeseen, unexpected, and extraordinary
result of a non-accidental cause. Landress v. Phoenix Mutual Life
Insurance Company, 291 U.S. 491, 54 S.Ct. 461, 78 L.Ed 934 (1934).

It has been stated that there is no such thing as an accident. If this
be true, the average American is over protected, over insured and
paying thousands of dollars annually in premiums for protection
against an occurence that can never exist, namely, an accidental
injury or death.

The present case lacks all the essentials of the time tested definition
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of accident or accidental means. There was no violence, or external
cause. Yet the court saw fit to embrace this series of events into the
sacrosanct of the realm of accidents. The maze of decisions and dif-
ferent interpretations of these words leave the insured with a serious
doubt as to his possible recovery for injuries in any given set of cir-
cumstances. The insurer is likewise placed in the same state of con-
fusion. Needless to add, insurance companies will be reluctant to pay
a dubious border-line claim. An adequate solution is not readily
available. Writers have suggested various means of curing this defect.
The most outstanding measure would be to require the insurer to
list specifically in definite, precise, and unambigious language all
the circumstances that constitute the concept of an accident or acci-
dental means, in the minds of both the insured and insurer.

DOMINIC G. Bocco-

JURIES-VOIR DIRE-RIGHT OF PARTIES TO
HAVE THEIR COUNSEL PERSONALLY QUESTION

PROSPECTIVE JURORS

Defendant was convicted of driving under the influence of al-
cohol. The trial judge questioned the jurors on their voir dire, and
permitted counsel to submit questions to be put by the court. Coun-
sel's request that he personally be allowed to question the jurors
further was denied. On appeal to the Supreme Court of Nebraska,
held, reversed. Each party has a right to have jurors examined as to
their qualifications by his counsel, rather than by the court alone.
Oden v. State, 166 Neb. 729, 90 N.W.2d 356 (1958).

In jury cases parties are entitled to have their cause tried before

a fair and impartial jury. Piehler v. Kansas City Public Service Co.,
357 Mo. 866, 211 S.W.2d 459 (1948). The right to challenge is es-
sential to the selection of a fair jury. Lewis v. United States, 146
U.S. 370, 13 S.Ct. 136, 36 L.Ed. 1011 (1892). In order that counsel

discover any grounds upon which to base a challenge for cause,
Donovan v. People, 138 Ill. 415, 28 N.E. 964 (1891), and intelligently
exercise his peremptory challenges, examination of the proposed
jurors is necessary, Wilson v. Wiggens, 54 Ariz. 240, 94 P.2d 870
(1937). In many jurisdictions this examination is controlled by

statute, Cox v. Bennett, 250 Ala. 698, 36 So.2d 86 (1948). It is always

subject in some degree to the control and supervision of the court,
Parker v. Hoef, 118 Vt. 1, 100 A.2d 434 (1953). Some state courts
have held it not to be error for the trial court to refuse to allow coun-
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sel to examine jurors after the court has examined them (Fla.) Cross
v. State, 89 Fla. 212, 103 So. 636 (1925) ; (Md.) Bryant v. State, 207
Md. 565, 115 A.2d 502 (1955); (Mass.) Commonwealth v. Taylor,
327 Mass. 641, 100 N.E.2d 22 (1951); (S.C.) State v. King, 158 S.C.
251, 155 S.E. 409 (1930). Federal judges may allow counsel to question
jurors or not, in their discre .ion. FED. RULES CRIM. PROC. 24 (a);
Paschen v. United States, 70 F.2d 491 (1934). Some jurisdictions find
it better practice for the judge alone to conduct the examination,
Brown v. S. H. Kress 8c Co., 170 S.C. 178, 170 S.E. 142 (1933). Other
jurisdictions, while recognizing the right of the judge to make the
sole examination, find it preferable to permit counsel to ask further
questions, Pindar v. State, 27 Fla. 370, 8 So. 837 (1891). Still other
jurisdictions hold personal examination of jurors by counsel an ab-
solute right of the parties, Petro v. Donner, 137 Ohio St. 168, 28
N.E.2d 503 (1940). It has been held that even a statute providing for
questioning by the court does not deprive the parties of their right
to have their counsel question further, Missouri Pacific Transp. Co.
v. Johnson, 197 Ark. 1129, 126 S.W.2d 931 (1939).

While the procedure followed by the trial court was fair and in
accord with practice in a number of jurisdictions, the rule announced
by the supreme court is preferable. Questioning jurors is a delicate
matter. Often counsel would prefer to have his questions put by the
court, rather than risk irritating jurors he may have to accept. Never-
theless, if counsel feels it necessary to examine jurors personally, be-
yond the questions asked by the court, he should be allowed to do
so. One purpose of voir dire examination, as explained by the courts,
is to aid litigants in the exercise of their right to challenge. It is
logical that the person who must make the challenges should be al-
lowed to probe for the bias he regards most detrimental to his case.

FRANK M. McKENNEY

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS-BURDEN OF PROOF
ON A HOLDER IN DUE COURSE-COMPARISON
OF UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE WITH THE
UNIFORM NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS LAW

Plaintiff, holder of a promisory note, obtained the instrument by
negotiation from Associated Acceptance Corporation who had prev-
iously received it by negotiation from the payee. Defendants, the
makers of the instrument, claim the note was procured by the false
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representations of the payee's agent; that their signatures were ob-
tained by these representations and that they had no knowledge that
they were signing a judgment note. A trial court opened a judgment
entered by confession for the plaintiff. On appeal, held, affirmed.
The defense of fraud in the inception appearing to be "meritorious"
the plaintiff has the burden of showing that it was a holder in due
course. Budget Charge Accounts Inc. v. Mullaney, 144 A.2d 438 (Pa.
Super. 1958).

Under the provisions of the Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law,
"Every holder is deemed prima facie to be a holder in due course".
N.I.L. § 59. Where the maker pleads that the plaintiff is not a holder
in due course, the burden is on the one in possession to prove that
he is a "holder", i.e., that he holds title and the instrument was ne-
gotiated to him. N.I.L. § 30. The burden is then on the maker to
establish "defective title" which would prevent the holder from being
a holder in due course. Evans v. Johnson, 77 Ga. App. 277, 48 S.E.2d
159 (1948). The burden of proof to establish fraud is met when the
maker proves the fraud by a preponderence of the evidence. Rice-
Stix Dry Goods Co. v. Montgomery, 164 Ark. 161, 261 S.W. 325 (1924).
To satisfy this burden the maker must establish that the holder has
not taken the instrument under the conditions, "That at the time
it was negotiated to him he had no notice of any infirmity in the
instrument or defect in the title of the person negotiating it." N.I.L
§ 52 (4). If the maker fails in this respect the holder is entitled to a
judgment on the note without further proof than that necessary to
make out a prima facie case. Raleigh Banking and Trust Co. v. Clark,
172 N.C. 268, 90 S.E. 200 (1916). Testimony warranting a finding
of fraud is insufficient unless the testimony is believed. Beacon Trust
Co. v. Ryder, 273 Mass. 573, 174 N.E. 725 (1931). Where the maker
fails in its claim of fraud, the holder is entitled to recover whether
he is a holder in due course or not. Boone National Bank v. Evans,
199 Iowa 848, 213 N.W. 786 (1927). A majority of (he cases hold that
when the maker has established the defense by a preponderance of
the evidence, the burden shifts to the holder to show that he is a
holder in due course for value and without notice of an infirmity,
Howard National Bank v. Wilson, 96 Vt. 438, 120 A. 889 (1923),
Hancammon v. Carr, 229 N.C. 52, 47 S.E.2d 614 (1948); or that some-
one under whom he claims acquired title as a holder in due course.
N.I.L. § 58, Whitfield v. Carolina Housing and Mortgage Corp., 243
N.C. 658, 92 S.E.2d 78 (1956).

Although there have been only a few cases decided under U.C.C.
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§ 3-307 (3) the trend of the decisions seem to closely follow the intent
of the statue. The results of these cases appear to require the intro-
duction of a lesser amount of evidence, than that which is required
under the N.I.L., to shift the burden of proof from the maker to the
holder. The cases relying on U.C.C. § 3-307 (3) seem to hold that the
maker need only introduce a quantity of evidence sufficiently strong
for the maintenance of the action; and at this point if the holder
does not go forward and prove that he is a holder in due course, the
maker will be entitled to a directed verdict. This modification of
the U.C.C. thereby places a greater burden on the one who should
be in a better position to ascertain all the facts, i.e., the holder. The
stricter requirements of the N.I.L. protect the purchaser, demanding
the maker not only allege but also prove his defense. It is submitted
that this is a fundamental change in the burden of proof require-
ment, one which will affect the very basis of the act, i.e., protection of
the holder in due course.

THOMAS DEMARTIN

STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION-GUEST
STATUTE-AIRPLANE AS MOTOR VEHICLE

Plaintiff filed suit in a Wisconsin court for damages resulting from
the deaths of gratuitous passengers in a private airplane which crash-
ed in Florida, alleging failure to use ordinary care by the pilot, de-
fendant's testator. The trial court overruled defendant's demurrer.
On appeal to the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, held, affirmed. An
airplane is not a "motor vehicle" within the meaning of the Florida
guest statute. Therefore plaintiff's complaint was not demurrable for
alleging only a want of ordinary care rather than gross negligence or
wilful or wanton misconduct by the pilot as required for liability
under the Florida guest statute. Gridley v. Cardenas, 3 Wis.2d 623,
89 N.W.2d 286 (1958).

At common law the general rule is that the owner or operator of a
motor vehicle owes the duty "of ordinary care to a guest. 5A AM. JUR.

Automobiles § 496. lany states have now enacted guest statutes abro-
gating the common law standard of care and limiting liability of such
owner or operator for injury to a guest to cases where the operator
has been grossly negligent or guilty of wilful or intentional miscon-
duct. Bookhart v. Greenlease-Lied Motor Co., 215 Iowa 8, 244 N.W.
721, 82 A.L.R. 1-359 (1932). Guest statutes are directed against re-
covery for mere negligence from a host by the recipient of his hos-
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pitality, Covington v. Corley, 19 Miss. 535, 19 So.2d 817 (1944), and
collusion between guest and host to defraud insurance companies.
Taylor v. Taug, 17 Wash. 533, 136 P.2d 176 (1943) . Being in deroga-
tion of the common law these statutes must be strictly construed,
Summersett v. Linkroum, 44 So.2d 662 (Fla., 1950). A strict construc-
tion is one which refuses to extend the statute by implication, Wood
v. White, 68 App. D.C. 341, 97 F.2d 646 (1938), but this does not
mean that the words must be given the narrowest meaning possible.
Mejering v. Miller, 330 Mo. 885, 51 S.W.2d 65 (1932). The purpose
of all rules as to the construction of statutes is to discover the true
intention of the law. Utah junk Co. v. Porter, 328 U.S. 39, 66 S.Ct.
889, 90 L.Ed. 1071 (1946). "Motor vehicle includes automobiles,
motorcycle, motor trucks and all other vehicles operating over the
public highways and streets of this state and propelled by power other
than muscular power.. . " F.S.A. § 320.01 (1). Although the coverage
of a particular statute is based on its wording, it is generally agreed
that the term "motor vehicle" is broader than "automobile". City of
Dayton v. De Brosse, 62 Ohio App. 232, 23 N.E.2d. 647 (1939). Under
various statutes courts have held the following to be "motor vehicles":
bulldozer, Behling v. County of Los Angeles, 139 Cal.2d 684,
294 P.2d 534 (1956) (statute prescribing liability of state and its
agencies for negligent operation of any motor vehicle) ; truck, Tilgh-
man v. Rightor, 211 Ark. 229, 199 S.W.2d 943 (1947) (guest statute) ;
cement mixing motortruck, State ex. rel. Yontz v. West, 61 Ohio App.
382, 22 N.E.2d 645 (1938) (license tax statute); and caterpillar
tractor, Nebraska Machinery Co. v. Schoenheit Trucking Co., 301
P.2d 555 (Wyo., 1956) (lien statute). Also under various statutes
courts have held the following not to be motor vehicles: motorcycle,
People v. Asselta, I A.D.2d 960, 150 N.Y.S.2d 32 (1956) (Vehicle and
Traffic Law) ; farm tractor, Brown v. Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N.Y.,
241 N.C. 666, 86 S.E.2d 433 (1955) (Uniform Drivers License Act);
trolley bus, City of Dayton v. De Brosse, supra (traffic code); and
bicycle, Green v. Pedigo, 75 Cal.2d 300, 170 P.2d 999 (1946)
(motor vehicle safety statute). Aircraft as "any motor vehicle now

known, or hereafter invented, used or designed for navigation of or
flight in the air" is limited to motor vehicle as used for purposes of
license tax. F.S.A. § 330.06 (1), F.S.A. Const. Art. 9 § 13. Airplane
is a "vehicle" within United States custom laws. (Fact that the defini-
tion of "vehicle" in section 1401 of title 19 expressly excluded air-
craft did not mean that the exclusion applied to sections 482 and
483). United States v. One Pitcairn Biplane, 11 F. Supp. 24 (N.Y.
1935). Airplane is within statute providing for acquisition of " . . .
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equipment and facilities, including motor vehicles . . . " for State
Police Department. Barnes v. Crowe, 240 S.W.2d 604 (Ky., 1951)
(relying on dictionary definition and common usage of term "motor

vehicle"). A motor driven airplane is a "motor vehicle" within the
Mississippi Motor Carrier Regulatory Act, 1938. South Miss. Airways
v. Chicago So. Lines, 200 Miss. 329, 26 So.2d 455, 165 A.L.R. 906
(1946) (although the definition of motor vehicles in that Act pro-
vides " . . . and used upon the highways . . . " and in the same
decision the court held that "highways" within that Act are " . . .
roads on the ground and do not include air routes"). An airplane is
not a "motor vehicle" within the National Motor Theft Act definition
" ...or any other self-propelled motor vehicle not designed for run-
ning on rails". McBroyle v. U. S., 283 U.S. 25, 51 S.Ct. 340, 75 L.Ed.
816 (1931) reversing 43 F.2d 273 (1930), "No doubt etymologically
it is possible to use the words to signify a conveyance working on
land, water or air . . But in everyday speech 'vehicle' calls up picture
of something moving on land.") An airplane is not a "motor vehicle"
within the meaning of a 1928 statute relating to prima facie ownership
of motor vehicles involved in collisions. Rich v. Finley, 325 Mass.
99, 89 N.E.2d 213, 12 A.L.R.2d 669 (1949) (" . . . the term "motor ve-
hicle" had become so fully identified with surface vehicles in both
statutory and common usage that if the legislature had intended
to include aircraft it would have specifically mentioned them".) Air-
plane is not a "motor vehicle" within 1931 Kansas guest statute. In
re Heyden's Estate, 174 Kan. 140, 254 P.2d 813, 36 A.L.R. 1278 (1953)
(relying on statutory definition of "motor vehicle" limiting the term
to vehicles used on a "highway").

The courts are in disagreement as to what is or is not a "motor
vehicle" within the terms of the various statutes. The question as to
an airplane has been before the courts but few times and in almost
every instance the airplane was found not to be a "motor vehicle".
There seem to be no cases holding an airplane to be a "motor vehicle"
under a guest statute. Such decisions are warranted due to the word-
ing of the statutes and the commonly understood meaning of the
term "motor vehicles" but at the same time point up the need for leg-
islation in this field. With the growing use of private aircraft, situa-
tions producing such actions as in the instant case may be expected to
arise with increasing frequency. The resultant problems closely parallel
those with reference to automobiles which led to the original en-
actment of guest statutes.

JOLINE B. WILLIAMS
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TORTS-GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY-EFFECT
OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

Plaintiffs sued the Regents of New Mexico College of Agriculture
and-Mechanic Arts for injuries sustained by plaintiff student in the
college cafeteria due to the alleged negligence of a college employee,
seeking judgment to the extent that the Regents were protected by
liability insurance, and contending that a suit under such circum-
stan&s does not violate the doctrine of governmental immunity. The
trial court entered an order dismissing the action as to the Board of
Regents. On appeal, held; affirmed. A suit in tort against a state
agency demanding judgment only to the extent that such agency is
afforded coverage by liability insurance violates the-,doctrine of gov-
ernmental immunity and any change in public policy so as to permit
such a suit is a matter for the legislature and not the court. Livingston
v. Regent of New Mexico Col. of A. & M. A.,__ N.M.-, 328
P.2d 78 (1958).

It is generally recognized that in the absence of a statute to the
contrary the state and its instrumentalities are not subject to suit for
the negligent acts of agents while they are in the performance of gov-
ernmental, as distinguished from proprietary, functions. City of Sa-
vannah v. Jones, 149 Ga. 139, 99 S.E. 294 (1919). The two principal
reasons in favor of governmental immunity from suit for tort are,
first, that the state as sovereign cannot be sued without its consent
and, secondly, that public policy decrees that public funds devoted
to governmental purposes should not be diverted to payment of tort
judgments. Thomas v. Broadlands Community Consol. School Dist.,
348 Ill. App. 567, 109 N.E.2d 636 (1952). The general rule obtains
that a governmental agency has no authority to waive immunity from
liability with respect to governmental functions where the legislature
has not consented thereto. See: Lambert v. City of New Haven, 129
Conn. 647, 30 A.2d 923 (1943); Scates v. Board of Conz'rs of Union
City, 196 Tenn. 274, 265 S.W.2d 563 (1954). In a majority of the
states, governmental immunity continues, in the absence of legislative
action, notwithstanding the purchase of liability insurance. See: Minne-
sota v. Hitchcock, 185 U.S. 373, 22 S.Ct. 650, 46 L.Ed. 954 (1902);
Rittmiller v. School Dist., 104 F. Supp. 187 (D.C.Minn. 1952); Mar-
mor v. Port of N.Y. Auth., 203 Misc. 568, 116 N.Y.2d 177 (1952);
Hummer v. School City, 124 Ind. App. 30. 112 N.E.2d 891 (1953). It
has been held that a city may not contract in an insurance policy pro-
tecting the city and its employees from tort liability not to interpose
the defense of governmental immunity in actions to recover for the
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negligence of its employees in the performance of a governmental
function. Pohland v. City of Sheboyan, 251 Wis. 20, 27 N.W.2d 736
(1947). However, in the State of Tennessee, the orocurement of lia-
bility insurance constitutes a waiver of governmental immunity to the
extent of coverage, Knoxville v. Bailey, 222 F.2d 520 (6th Cir. 1955) ;
Kingsport v. Lane, 35 Tenn. App. 183, 243 S.W.2d 289 (1951), and
the Illinois Courts have held that liability insurance waives govern-
mental immunity for, in protecting the public funds, it removes
any realistic basis for governmental immunity. Thomas v. Broadlands
Community Consol. School Dist., supra. In many states, the legisla-
ture has waived governmental immunity as a defense in certain situa-
tions where the instrumentality has procured liability insurance. e.g.
GA. LAWS 1955, pp. 448, 449, GA. CODE ANN. §§ 56-1013-1015. (Au-
thorizing political subdivisions to acquire automobile liability in-
surance and waiving governmental immunity to the extent of amount
of insurance.) Such a statute does not have a retroactive effect upon
existing insurance policies. Ford v. Caldwell, __ Idaho-, 321
P.2d 589 (1958). Generally, the mere acquisition of liability insurance
will not waive governmental immunity unless expressly so provided
in the policy, Holland v. Western Airlines, Inc., 154 F. Supp. 457
(D.C.Idaho 1957), and some statutes require that any such insurance
contract contain an express provision that the insurer will not inter-
pose the insured's governmental immunity as a defense. See: Ford v.
Caldwell, supra; GA. LAWS 1955, pp. 448, 449, GA. CODE ANN. §§ 56-
1013-1015 (Prohibiting the insurer from raising the question of im-
munity.)

It is submitted that the validity of governmental immunity at the
present day must be rested solely on the basis of protection of public
funds. In cases where liability insurance is carried, no reason remains
for the doctrine; however, any change in this regard is properly the
prerogative of the legislature. The decision of the instant case is
sound in adhering to the established law that governmental immunity
which clothes instrumentalities of the state in the performance of gov-
ernmental functions can be waived only through action by or with
the consent of the legislature.

MiTCHEL P. HOUSE, JR.
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